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NARRATIVE NONFICTION PICTURE BOOK

OUR STORIES: 
TEN POUND 

POM
Carole Wilkinson

Liz Anelli

9781925381214 

Hardback 

October 2017

Age: 8+  

Year 3 – Year 6

Black Dog Books

I don’t want to go to Australia. I have just started grammar school. 
My best friend Sally goes there too. But it looks like there could 
be another war and Dad has convinced Mum to go. Because we’re 
migrants, the voyage is costing Mum and Dad only £10 each. My 
brother Brian and I are travelling free. It’s a long way to Australia. 
What if we never come back to England?

In the 1950s and 60s Australia welcomed thousands of British immigrants as part of the Assisted 

Passage Migration Scheme. Ten Pound Pom is the true story of award-winning author Carole Wilkinson’s 

immigration to Australia.

Classroom ideas available classroom.walkerbooks.com.au/home



Liz Anelli previously lived and worked in England but now resides in 
Newcastle, NSW. She has a huge passion for drawing and keeps rows 
of sketchbooks in her studio. In 2017, her book Desert Lake: The Story 
of Kati Thanda-Lake Eyre (written by Pamela Freeman) was a CBCA 
Notable Book and was short-listed for the NSW Premier’s Literary 
Award, NSW Premier’s History Awards, the Environment Award for 
Children’s Literature and the Educational Publishing Awards. Her latest 
book with Walker is Our Stories: Ten Pound Pom (written by Carole 
Wilkinson).

Carole Wilkinson is an award-winning and much loved author of 
books for children. She has a long-standing fascination with dragons 
and is interested in the history of everything. Though Carole has 
written over 30 books, she did not write her first book until she was 
nearly 40. Before that she had worked as a laboratory assistant and as 
a film and television writer and editor.



THE POESY RING
Bob Graham

9781406378276 

Hardback 

November 2017

Age: 5+  

Foundation – Year 4

Walker Books

The poesy ring flew high, caught by the wind. And with the breeze 
in its tail, the horse turned and galloped. The ring tumbled end over 
end, and settled deep in a meadow over the sea...

From the multi-award-winning Bob Graham comes a romantic, hopeful and exquisitely-illustrated 

story, perfect for giving as a gift to the one that you love. 

PICTURE BOOK

ALSO BY BOB GRAHAM



THE WOLF, THE DUCK 
AND THE MOUSE

Mac Barnett
Jon Klassen

9781406377798 

Hardback 

November 2017

Age: 3+  

Early Childhood – Year 4

Walker Books

Early one morning a mouse met a wolf and was quickly gobbled 
up...

When a woeful mouse is swallowed up by a wolf, he quickly learns he is not alone: a duck has already 

set up digs and, boy, has that duck got it figured out! Turns out it’s pretty nice inside the belly of the 

beast – there's delicious food, elegant table settings and, best of all, dancing. And there’s something 

more: no more fear of being eaten by a wolf! Life's not so bad, considering the alternatives. That is, 

until a hunter shows up... With a nod to traditional fables and a wink to the reader, this book is a tale 

of cooperation and creative cuisine that is sure to go down easy.

PICTURE BOOK

ALSO BY MAC BARNETT 
AND JON KLASSEN



LA LA LA: 
A STORY OF HOPE

Kate DiCamillo
Jaime Kim

9781406378009 

Hardback 

October 2017

Age: 4+  

Early Childhood – Year 3

Walker Books

PICTURE BOOK

Conceived by Kate DiCamillo and featuring an enchanting illustrator, 
this nearly wordless graphic story follows a little girl in search of 
someone who understands.

“La la la...” A little girl stands alone and sings, but hears no response. Gathering her courage and 

her curiosity, she skips further out into the world, singing away to the trees and the pond and the 

reeds – but no song comes back to her. Day passes into night, and the girl dares to venture into the 

darkness toward the light of the moon, climbing as high as she can... Now, will she be heard? With a 

subtle palette and captivating expressiveness, Jaime Kim brings to life an endearing character and a 

transcendent landscape that invite readers along on an emotionally satisfying journey.



NATURE STORYBOOKS:
GECKO

Raymond Huber
Brian Lovelock

9781925126556

Hardback 

October 2017

Age: 5+  

Foundation – Year 4

Walker Books Australia

Discover Gecko – the escape artist of the lizard world!

Welcome to the world of Gecko. He warms up on the sunbaked rocks in the evening before hunting 

for food. A cockroach makes a yummy snack. Watch out! A hawk is hunting! This is an exciting 

introduction to one of the most varied species of lizard on the planet.

Part of the award-winning Nature Storybooks series which features a narrative nonfiction story 

alongside nonfiction facts, this series is perfect to introduce young readers to the natural world. 

Teacher notes are available from classroom.walkerbooks.com.au/naturestorybooks

NARRATIVE NONFICTION PICTURE BOOK

ALSO BY RAYMOND HUBER 
AND BRIAN LOVELOCK



A charming and nostalgic story about a much-loved 
Little Dog and his family.

The summer holidays stretch out forever. Little Dog and his family 

set off with their caravan. A nostalgic and delightful story about 

the way family holidays used to be. Set in the Summer holidays 

of 1957/58, this is a delightful story about road trips, camping 

and sunshine. Companion to Little Dog and the Christmas Wish, 

which was short-listed for the 2015 CBCA Crichton Award for New 

Illustrators.

Lights! Costumes! Curtains! Dinosaurs!

The Paleo Theater is packed with cheering fans ready for a dance 

showdown. When the beat drops, can Triceratops win over the 

judges with his pop and lock? Can Allo's on-pointe ballet moves 

dominate the solo category? And will Maia and Stego take home 

the top prize for their sizzling salsa steps? This prehistoric dance 

competition will keep you on the edge of your seat!

LITTLE DOG AND THE 
SUMMER HOLIDAY
Corinne Fenton
Robin Cowcher

9781925381160
Hardback
October 2017
Age: 5+ 
Foundation – Year 3
Black Dog Books

DINO-DANCING
Lisa Wheeler
Barry Gott

9781512403169
Hardback
December 2017
Age: 5+ 
Early Childhood – Year 3
Carolrhoda Books

BIG T-Rex says, “Make some room!”
Hits the floor with a Boom! Boom! Boom!

This hard-hitting hip-hop phenomenon
challenges green to “Bring it on!”

That B-boy’s breakin’. ’Bout to get busy.
His windmill spins make dinos dizzy!

PICTURE BOOK



A brand-new picture book edition of Peter Pan and 
Wendy for young children.

JM Barrie’s classic tale of the boy who wouldn’t grow up is retold 

here in abridged form so children can read it independently as 

well as enjoy listening to it as a bedtime story. Award-winning 

Australian artist Robert Ingpen’s beautiful illustrations breathe new 

life into this most famous of modern fairy stories.

A brand-new picture book edition of The Wind in the 
Willows for young children.

The adventures of Ratty, Mole, Badger and Toad are retold here 

in abridged form so children can read them independently as 

well as enjoy listening to them as bedtime stories. Award-winning 

Australian artist Robert Ingpen’s marvellous illustrations bring to 

life the daring deeds of the four friends beautifully.

PETER PAN AND 
WENDY
J.M. Barrie
Robert Ingpen

9781760650254
Hardback
November 2017
Age: 5+ 
Foundation – Year 3
Walker Books Australia

THE WIND IN THE 
WILLOWS
Kenneth Grahame
Robert Ingpen

9781760650247
Hardback
November 2017
Age: 5+ 
Foundation – Year 3
Walker Books Australia

PICTURE BOOK



Young readers can discover the wonders of our solar 
system as they travel to each of the planets in turn, 
accompanied by interesting, easy to comprehend facts 
and modern, exciting visuals.

Welcome, planet explorers! Did you know that Venus is covered in 

volcanoes? Have you ever wondered why Mars is red? Well, you’re 

in luck! Professor Astro Cat and the gang are about to set off on a 

journey around our solar system – so buckle up and join the tour!

PROFESSOR ASTRO 
CAT'S SOLAR SYSTEM
Dominic Walliman 
Ben Newman

9781911171379
Hardback
November 2017
Age: 5+ 
Foundation – Year 3
Flying Eye Books

A stylishly illustrated nonfiction book about the search 
for life on Mars, told from the unique perspective of 
NASA's Mars rover, Curiosity.

Discover the incredible story of the search for life on Mars, told 

from the unique perspective of Curiosity, the Mars Rover sent 

to explore the red planet. Markus Motum's stylish illustrations 

and diagrams reveal how a robot travelled 350,000,000 miles to 

explore a planet where no human has been before.

CURIOSITY: 
THE STORY OF A 
MARS ROVER
Markus Motum

9781406374681
Hardback
October 2017
Age: 6+ 
Year 1 – Year 4
Walker Studio

The planets all move in circles 
called orbits around the Sun. 

Speaking of the Sun, that’s our 
first stop. Off we go! 

welcome to Our Solar System

the sun

mercury

earth

kuiper beltmars

jupiter

saturn

uranus

neptune

venus

Hello planet explorers, we’re about 
to set off on a tour of our solar system.

Look at that view!

The solar system first began as
 a giant cloud of dust and gas. 

It slowly joined together to make 
the Sun and the eight planets.

NONFICTION PICTURE BOOK



A beautifully illustrated Science Storybook introducing 
young children to the concepts of light and dark.

This beautiful picture book is the perfect introduction to light and 

dark. Fox is hungry. She waits until it’s dark and then she hunts for 

food, using the moon and the streetlights to find her way. The first 

book in the new Science Storybook series from Walker Books.

FOX IN THE NIGHT
Martin Jenkins 
Richard Smythe

9781406355154
Hardback
November 2017
Age: 5+ 
Foundation – Year 2
Walker Books

An extraordinary and and enthralling illustrated 
anthology of Norse Myths from a Carnegie-Medal 
winning author.

Fast-moving and ice-bright, these dramatic, enthralling and 

atmospheric tales are based on the Scandinavian myth cycle – 

one of the greatest and most culturally significant stories in the 

world. The stories of dazzling magic and thrilling journeys tell of 

the creation of the nine worlds and follow Odin with his one eye, 

Thor with his mighty hammer and Loki the shape-shifting trickster 

on their adventures until the final great battle of Ragnarok.

NORSE MYTHS
Kevin Crossley-Holland 
Jeffrey Alan Love

9781406361841
Hardback
November 2017
Age: 9+ 
Year 4 – Year 8
Walker Studio

NONFICTION PICTURE BOOK



ILLUSTRATED FICTION

THE 
WONDERLING

Mira Bartók

9781406370645 

Hardback 

October 2017

Age: 10+  

Year 4 - Year 7

Walker Books

In this extraordinary debut novel with its deft nod to Dickensian 
heroes and rogues, Mira Bartók tells the story of Arthur, a shy, fox-
like foundling with only one ear and a desperate desire to belong, 
as he seeks his destiny.

Welcome to the Home for Wayward and Misbegotten Creatures, an institution run by evil Miss 

Carbunkle, a cunning villainess who believes her terrified young charges exist only to serve and suffer. 

Part animal and part human, the groundlings toil in classroom and factory, forbidden to enjoy anything 

regular children have, most particularly singing and music. For the Wonderling, an innocent-hearted, 

one-eared, fox-like eleven-year-old with only a number rather than a proper name – a 13 etched on 

a medallion around his neck – it is the only home he has ever known. But unexpected courage leads 

him to acquire the loyalty of a young bird groundling named Trinket, who gives the Home’s loneliest 

inhabitant two incredible gifts: a real name – Arthur, like the good king in the old stories – and a best 

friend. Using Trinket’s ingenious invention, the pair escape over the wall and embark on an adventure 

that will take them out into the wider world and ultimately down the path of sweet Arthur’s true 

destiny.

Classroom ideas available classroom.walkerbooks.com.au/home



Mira Bartók is a writer and artist whose New York Times bestselling 
memoir, The Memory Palace: A Memoir, won the National Book 
Critics Circle Award for Autobiography. The Wonderling is her first 
novel for young readers. She lives in Western Massachusetts.

Typographic design by Iacopo Bruno • Illustrations and text © 2017 by Mira Bartók



THE DOLLMAKER 
OF KRAKOW

R. M. Romero

9781406375633 

Hardback 

December 2017

Age: 9+  

Year 4 – Year 7

Walker Books

A timeless fantasy set in World War II that weaves together magic, 
fairytale and history.

One night a little doll named Karolina comes to life in a toyshop in Krakow, Poland, in 1939 and changes 

the life of the gruff, broken-hearted Dollmaker. And when the darkness of the Nazi occupation sweeps 

over the city, Karolina and the Dollmaker must bravely use their magic to save their Jewish friends 

from a terrible danger, no matter what the risks. This powerful story is about finding friendship in the 

darkest of places and the importance of love in times of great pain.

MIDDLE GRADE F ICTION

R.M. Romero is a Cuban-American author who lives with her family 
and a menagerie of pets in Colorado. Currently, she occupies her 
time working in a haunted hotel, reading fairy tales, hiking, studying 
languages, and writing every moment she gets.



Y O U N G  A D U L T  F I C T I O N

OF JENNY AND THE ALIENS
Ryan Gebhart

9780763688455 | November 17 | Hardback | Age: 16+ | Year 10+ | Candlewick Press

Ten years after Earth sent messages out into deep space, there has been an answer. 
Music from a distant planet has reached our radios. Are aliens about to invade? No one 
knows, and almost-eighteen-year-old Derek doesn’t really care, because at a wild end-
of-the-world party, Jennifer Novak invites him to play beer pong. And things ... progress 
from there. Derek is in love. Deeply, hopelessly in love. He wants it all – marriage, kids, 
growing old on a beach in Costa Rica. Jenny is The One. 

But Jenny has other plans, and they may or may not include Derek. He’ll try anything 
to win her – even soliciting advice from the alien who shows up in his hometown. This 
alien might just be the answer to Derek’s problem. But is Derek willing to risk starting 
an interstellar war just to get the girl? And just how far will he travel to discover the 
mysteries of the universe – and love? 

ECHO AFTER ECHO
Amy Rose Capetta

9780763691646 | December 17 | Hardback | Age: 14+ | Year 8 – 12 | Candlewick Press

Zara Evans has come to the Aurelia Theater, home to the visionary director Leopold 
Henneman, to play her dream role in Echo and Ariston, the Greek tragedy that taught 
her everything she knows about love. When the director asks Zara to promise that she 
will have no outside commitments, no distractions, it’s easy to say yes. But it’s hard not 
to be distracted when there’s a death at the theater – and then another – especially 
when Zara doesn’t know if they’re accidents, or murder, or a curse that always comes 
in threes. It’s hard not to be distracted when assistant lighting director Eli Vasquez, a 
girl made of tattoos and abrupt laughs and every form of light, looks at Zara. It’s hard 
not to fall in love. 

In heart-achingly beautiful prose, Amy Rose Capetta has spun a mystery and a love 
story into an impossible, inevitable whole – and cast lantern light on two young 
women, finding each other on a stage set for tragedy.



LANDSCAPE WITH 
INVISIBLE HAND

M. T. Anderson

9780763699505 

Paperback 

November 2017

Age: 14+  

Year 8 - Year 12

Candlewick Press

National Book Award winner M. T. Anderson returns to future 
Earth in a sharply wrought satire of art and truth in the midst of 
colonisation.

When the vuvv first landed, it came as a surprise to aspiring artist Adam and the rest of planet Earth 

– but not necessarily an unwelcome one. Can it really be called an invasion when the vuvv generously 

offered free advanced technology and cures for every illness imaginable? As it turns out, yes. With 

his parents’ jobs replaced by alien tech and no money for food, clean water, or the vuvv’s miraculous 

medicine, Adam and his girlfriend, Chloe, have to get creative to survive. And since the vuvv crave 

anything they deem "classic" Earth culture (doo-wop music, still-life paintings of fruit, true love), 

recording 1950s-style dates for the vuvv to watch in a pay-per-minute format seems like a brilliant 

idea. But it’s hard for Adam and Chloe to sell true love when they hate each other more with every 

passing episode. Soon enough, Adam must decide how far he’s willing to go – and what he’s willing to 

sacrifice – to give the vuvv what they want.

YOUNG ADULT F ICTION

M. T. Anderson is the author of Feed, winner of the Los Angeles 
Times Book Prize; the National Book Award-winning The Astonishing 
Life of Octavian Nothing, Traitor to the Nation, Volume I: The Pox 
Party and its sequel, The Kingdom on the Waves, both New York 
Times bestsellers and Michael L. Printz Honor Books; Symphony for 
the City of the Dead: Dmitri Shostakovich and the Siege of Leningrad; 
and many other books for children and young adults. He lives near 
Boston, Massachusetts.



Y O U N G  A D U L T  F I C T I O N

FEED
M. T. Anderson

9780763662622 | November 17 | Paperback | Age: 14+ | Year 8 – 12 | 
Candlewick Press

For Titus and his friends, it started out like any ordinary trip to the moon – a chance to 
party during spring break. But that was before the crazy hacker caused all their feeds 
to malfunction, sending them to the hospital to lie around with nothing inside their 
heads for days. And it was before Titus met Violet, a beautiful, brainy girl who has 
decided to fight the feed and its ever-present ability to categorise human thoughts 
and desires. M. T. Anderson’s not-so-brave new world is a smart, savage satire that has 
captivated readers with its view of an imagined future that veers unnervingly close to 
the here and now.

BURGER WUSS
M. T. Anderson

9780763694326 | December 17 | Paperback | Age: 12+ | Year 8 – 12 | 
Candlewick Press

Anthony has never been able to stand up for himself – that is, not until his girlfriend 
is in someone else’s arms. Then Anthony vows revenge and devises the Plan. It begins 
with getting a job at the fast-food restaurant where his nemesis happens to be a star 
employee. But when the Plan is finally in place, will Anthony’s hunger for revenge be 
satisfied? Will he prove he’s not a wuss? 

THIRSTY
M. T. Anderson

9780763694401 | December 17 | Paperback | Age: 14+ | Year 8 – 12 | 
Candlewick Press

All Chris really wants is to be a normal kid, to hang out with his friends, avoid his 
parents, and get a date with Rebecca Schwartz. Unfortunately, Chris appears to be 
turning into a vampire. So while his hometown performs an ancient ritual that keeps 
Tch’muchgar, the Vampire Lord, locked in another world, Chris desperately tries to 
save himself from his own vampiric fate. A savagely funny tale of terror, teen angst, 
suspense, and satire from National Book Award winner M. T. Anderson.



A GREAT BIG CUDDLE
Michael Rosen 
Chris Riddell

9781406373462
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 0+
Early Childhood – Year 1
Walker Books

N E W  I N  P A P E R B A C K

DU IZ TAK?
Carson Ellis

9781406373431
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 3+
Early Childhood – Year 2

Walker Books

HOW THE SUN GOT TO 
COCO'S HOUSE
Bob Graham

9781406373455
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 3+
Early Childhood – Year 3

Walker Books

WILLY AND THE CLOUD
Anthony Browne

9781406373837
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 3+
Early Childhood – Year 3

Walker Books

GARY
Leila Rudge

9781921977008
Paperback
November 2017
Age: 3+
Early Childhood – Year 2

Walker Books Australia

PENGUIN PROBLEMS
Jory John 
Lane Smith

9781406379150
Paperback
November 2017
Age: 3+
Early Childhood – Year 2

Walker Books 



N E W  I N  P A P E R B A C K

CALEB'S CAB
Sally Chomet 
Sylvain Chomet

9781406342284
Paperback
February 2018
Age: 9+
Year 4 – 6
Walker Books

THE CAT WITH THE 
COLOURED TAIL
Gillian Mears 
Dinalie Dabarera

9781925381528
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 8+
Year 3 –6
Walker Books Australia

HILDA AND THE BLACK 
HOUND
Luke Pearson

9781911171072
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 6+
Year 1 – 4
Flying Eye Books

MOONHEAD AND THE 
MUSIC MACHINE
Andrew Rae

9781910620335
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 15+
Year 10+
Nobrow Press

THE STONE AGE
Marcia Williams

9781406373486
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 5+
Foundation – Year 6
Walker Books

THE SECRET HORSES OF 
BRIAR HILL
Megan Shepherd
Levi Pinfold

9781406373554
Paperback
October 2017
Age: 8+
Year 3 – 6
Walker Books



O R D E R  F O R M

Please note Walker Books Australia does not directly supply schools and libraries. 
This order form can be used with your local bookseller or education supplier.

Title Author/Illustrator ISBN Bind ARRP NZRRP Qty

Ten Pound Pom Carole Wilkinson, Liz Anelli 9781925381214 HB $24.99 $27.99

The Poesy Ring Bob Graham 9781406378276 HB $24.99 $27.99

The Wolf, the Duck and the 
Mouse Mac Barnett, Jon Klassen 9781406377798 HB $24.99 $27.99

La La La: A Story of Hope Kate DiCamillo, Jaime Kim 9781406378009 HB $19.99 $22.99

Gecko Raymond Huber, Brian Lovelock 9781925126556 HB $24.99 $27.99

Little Dog and the Summer 
Holiday Corinne Fenton, Robin Cowcher 9781925381160 HB $24.99 $27.99

Dino-Dancing Lisa Wheeler, Barry Gott 9781512403169 HB $24.99 $27.99

Peter Pan and Wendy JM Barrie, Robert Ingpen 9781760650254 HB $27.99 $29.99

The Wind in the Willows Kenneth Grahame, Robert Ingpen 9781760650247 HB $27.99 $29.99

Professor Astro Cat’s Solar 
System Dominic Walliman, Ben Newman 9781911171379 HB $24.99 $27.99

Curiosity Markus Motum 9781406374681 HB $27.99 $29.99

Fox in the Night: A Science 
Storybook About Light and Dark Martin Jenkins, Richard Smythe 9781406355154 HB $24.99 $27.99

Norse Myths Kevin Crossley-Holland, Jeffrey 
Alan Love 9781406361841 HB $32.99 $36.99

The Wonderling Mira Bartók 9781406370645 HB $24.99 $27.99

The Dollmaker of Krakow R. M. Romero 9781406375633 HB $24.99 $27.99

Of Jenny and the Aliens Ryan Gebhart 9780763688455 HB $27.99 $29.99

Echo After Echo Amy Rose Capetta 9780763691646 HB $27.99 $29.99

Landscape with Invisible Hand M. T. Anderson 9780763699505 PB $16.99 $18.99

Feed M. T. Anderson 9780763662622 PB $16.99 $18.99

Thirsty M. T. Anderson 9780763694401 PB $16.99 $18.99



NAME TEL

SCHOOL EMAIL

ADDRESS ACCOUNT

STATE                        POSTCODE P.O.

Please send order forms to your local education supplier
Prices are GST inclusive and subject to change. 

For more information contact  
educationwba@walkerbooks.com.au

WALK ER BOOKSE

O R D E R  F O R M

Title Author/Illustrator ISBN Bind ARRP NZRRP Qty

Burger Wuss M. T. Anderson 9780763694326 PB $16.99 $18.99

A Great Big Cuddle Michael Rosen, Chris Riddell 9781406373462 PB $19.99 $22.99

Du Iz Tak? Carson Ellis 9781406373431 PB $16.99 $18.99

How the Sun Got to Coco’s 
House Bob Graham 9781406373455 PB $16.99 $18.99

Willy and the Cloud Anthony Browne 9781406373837 PB $16.99 $18.99

Gary Leila Rudge 9781921977008 PB $16.99 $18.99

Penguin Problems Jory John, Lane Smith 9781406379150 PB $16.99 $18.99

The Stone Age Marcia Williams 9781406373486 PB $16.99 $18.99

Hilda and the Black Hound Luke Pearson 9781911171072 PB $16.99 $18.99

The Cat with the Coloured Tail Gillian Mears, Dinalie Dabarera 9781925381528 PB $14.99 $16.99

The Secret Horses of Briar Hill Megan Shepherd, Levi Pinfold 9781406373554 PB $16.99 $18.99

Caleb’s Cab Sally Chomet, Sylvain Chomet 9781406342284 PB $14.99 $16.99

Moonhead and the Music 
Machine Andrew Rae 9781910620335 PB $24.99 $27.99

TOTAL



Cover illustration from Our Stories: Ten Pound Pom by Carole Wilkinson 
and Liz Anelli. Illustration © 2017 Liz Anelli. All rights reserved.

CLASSROOM.WALKERBOOKS.COM.AU


